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Auto Repair For Dummies

The top-selling auto repair guide--400,000 copies sold--now extensively reorganized and updated
Forty-eight percent of U.S. households perform at least some automobile maintenance on their own,
with women now accounting for one third of this $34 billion automotive do-it-yourself market. For
new or would-be do-it-yourself mechanics, this illustrated how-to guide has long been a must and
now it's even better. A complete reorganization now puts relevant repair and maintenance
information directly after each automotive system overview, making it much easier to find hands-on
fix-it instructions. Author Deanna Sclar has updated systems and repair information throughout,
eliminating discussions of carburetors and adding coverage of hybrid and alternative fuel vehicles.
She's also revised schedules for tune-ups and oil changes, included driving tips that can save on
maintenance and repair costs, and added new advice on troubleshooting problems and determining
when to call in a professional mechanic. For anyone who wants to save money on car repairs and
maintenance, this book is the place to start. Deanna Sclar (Long Beach, CA), an acclaimed auto
repair expert and consumer advocate, has contributed to the Los Angeles Times and has been
interviewed on the Today show, NBC Nightly News, and other television programs.
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This book is one of the most important I have read in a long time. I really had a positive experience
with it.My wife started staying home to raise our growing family and I have had to find ways to save
money and make it on one salary. The breaks were going on my car and I did NOT want to put the
bill on my credit card.A guy at Church told me that disk brakes were easy. I should do them myself. I
bought this book, looked on-line for vehicle specific directions (Auto Zone has a GREAT website),
bought a ratchet set and got to work.My friend was right. I replaced brakes and rotors and bought
tools and books at it cost me less than it would have cost at a facility to get the brakes and rotors
done for me. Plus, I was equipped to do it again and again.This brings me to my first criticism of this
book. She doesn't recommend you do your own brakes; even disks. That is NONSENSE. I am
deducting one star for this.Anyway, what reading the book did give me was a pretty good
knowledge of how a car worked.Her directions on how to change oil are excellent. In my own
learning curve, I did brakes before I changed oil. You should DEFINITELY change the oil and do the
air filter first to build your confidence and see if you enjoy working on the car to begin with.After
doing my own brakes with success, doing my own oil, changing my air filter, and changing the PCV
(EASY) I was HOOKED. My car was handling better than it had when I first bought it and I felt like
the man!Then, the check engine light came on on my mom's 2001 Suburu Forrester. The car was
idling very roughly and even blowing some white smoke.The car's warranty had JUST expired.

While in CA I had a bad experience getting an oil change. The jiffy lube guy forgot to put the oil filler
cap back on. I noticed the engine sound difference right away but since I didn't consider myself an
expert in any way I didn't do anything. Well, for 2 weeks I drove my car. After driving for 10 minutes
everytime the car would fill up with a oil burning smell and after I parked the car there would be the
oil puddle on the road.Finally I forced myself to open the hood and found the problem immediately.
The oil cap was still wedged between the hoses where the JL guy left it. Luckily it hadn't fallen off,
otherwise I would've never found the problem with my lack of car skills.I went back to JL and told
them what happenned. There appeared to be a discussion in the inside office. I peeked inside and
saw the supervisor was laughing his head off. The guy who worked on my car came out and
apologized. The manager appeared apologetic and offered to clean up the splattered oil mess
under my hood if I would leave the car for a couple of days. Yeah right, like I would...after what
happenned.After this experience I looked if I could change the oil myself. I'd bought this dummies

book a couple years eralier and it was gathering dust on my shelf. I'd never seriously read the book
and like most people I thought dummies were just a quick brush thru of car concepts...not for the
real hands-on person. So I went and bought the Haynes repair manual for my corolla (about $20).I
did an oil change and realised 2 things: One, it was incredibly simple. Two, it takes about 30
minutes for the oil to drain out (actually even after 30 minutes there is a slow drip coming out). That
made me think of the 10-minute oil change you see advertized in some shops.

I love this book.Let me start off by saying this. I know how to fill up my gas tank. I know how to pop
my hood. Literally, that is the extent to my car knowledge. I don't even know how to change a tire.
My father was an auto-mechanic and never taught his children anything, he did all the work for us. I
always took my car to the local quick change to get my oil change. I have relied on everyone else to
take care of my vehicle for me, and I have to trust their judgment and what they ask to fix my
vehicles.I am an accountant. I have great business skills, am technologically advanced beyond my
years and can type 117 words a minute. I (not bragging) am quite intelligent and had a great gpa
throughout highschool and college. I just don't know a blasted thing about vehicles in any form.I was
having problems with the battery in my truck a few weeks ago. It was just not getting enough juice to
start. I would do everything I knew to do and had people come examine it to no avail. Some days it
would start and other days it wouldn't. I was on my lunch break when my truck died, again. I couldn't
get back to work. I called my supervisor (actually a very caring, understanding woman) and she sent
one of my co-workers (very capable with auto-mechanics) to come take a look. He opened my hood
looked at the battery and said "your clamp is loose, that's why your not getting any power." I looked
at him dumbfounded. He then took a screwdiver, unscrewed something, and pushed a little on this
clamp.The truck started.I finally decided that was the last straw. Something so simple had made me
late and affected my job performance. If I knew even the basics about vehicles I could have gotten
my truck started. But I didn't.
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